
Featurespace / Product Designer 

AUG 2021 — CURRENT, LONDON


Will Downard

UX DESIGNER / LONDON


Featurespace’s product, ARIC is a web-based B2B hub that uses ML to enable fraud 
prevention for customers such as HSBC & Walmart. Used by financial experts, who 
conduct AI optimized data analysis in ARIC, enabling real time consumer protection.



Within Featurespace, I lead design across two multidisciplinary project teams. The first is 
focused on rethinking and modernizing our entire experience. Involving user research, 
insight synthesis and ideation as well as designing within the IBM Carbon design system 
for implementation. A foundational focus has been working with the teams’ engineers on 
custom expansion of Carbon for our specific UX vision.



My second project focuses on understanding, defining and building an accompanying 
documentation portal for both internal staff and customers in order to aid the product 
setup, system upgrades and general usage experiences.



Around these projects I have flexibly supported the evolution of ARIC, which, since I joined 
has shipped three major updates of new features and UX improvements. This involved 
investigation of existing user flows, UI design and A/B testing. I have also collaborated 
within the design team to help establish and curate our internal design processes.




SharkNinja / Junior Product Designer 

JUL 2018 — JUL 2019, LONDON


Working within the Research, Innovation & Advanced Development team (RAID) at 
SharkNinja’s design studio. A new, internal UCD team created to identify future facing 
opportunities while solving user needs in domestic kitchens for the Ninja kitchenware & 
appliance brand.



Being a key member of the RAID team, I helped develop projects from initial research 
through to proof of concept with technical and user prototyping. Currently, five projects I 
worked on are now available as products in the US consumer market.



Design

Research

Tools

 — Sketching, Ideation, Concept 
Visualisation, Storyboarding, User 
journeys, Behaviour change techniques, 
Service design, Usability design, 
Wireframing, UI design, Design systems, 
Branding, Interaction prototyping.



 — User interviews, Diary 
studies, Thematic analysis, Persona 
synthesis, Insight synthesis, Conducting 
Design sprints, A/B testing, Statistical 
analysis, Biometric testing.



 — Figma, Sketch, Adobe XD, 
Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign, ProtoPie, 
Axure RP, Webflow, Miro, Youtrack, 
Microsoft Office, Keynote, Premiere Pro, 
Solidworks, Keyshot, Lightroom.



SkillsExperience

Education

07725 359 353 


www.willdownard.com


willdownard.uk@gmail.com


SEP 2020 — AUG 2021 

Loughborough University

With distinction


Hey, I’m currently looking for an 
opportunity to join a highly driven 
design team that is applying attention 
to detail, collaborative synergy and an 
exploratory mindset to problems and 
ideas; all in aid of seeking to create 
innovative and beautiful user centred 
journeys.



Experienced and skilled in designing 
meaningful solutions in both digital and 
physical mediums, I provide

a unique understanding of end to end 
experiences and product integration. I 
would love to talk if you can help me 
learn and grow further. Any feedback on 
my work, regardless of applicable 
opportunities is always appreciated.



SEP 2016 — JUL 2020 

Loughborough University

First class with honours 

Dissertation — Will design for humans 

always need humans?


User Experience Design / MA (Hon.)


Industrial Design & Tech / BA (Hon.)


